
 CHAPTER 1

 INTRODUCTION:

1.1:- Introduction to Hospital Management Systems

A hospital  management  system  (HMS)  may  be  a  pc  or  web  based  system  that

facilitates  managing  the  functioning  of  the  hospital  or  any  medical  set  up.  This

method can facilitate in creating the complete functioning paperless. It integrates all

the  data  relating  to  patients,  doctors,  staff,  hospital  body  details  etc.  into  one

software. it's sections for varied professionals that structure a hospital.

A Hospital  Management  System provides  following services  and it  combines  the

management of all these services under one common software application.

Fig no:1.1.1

Figure 1.1:- Serives provided by HMS.
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1.2:- Features of a Hospital Management System

A  Hospital  Management  System  is  a  software  application  contains  fields  that

connects following features.

1. Doctors-It contains information related to doctors and their appointments , patients,

schedules , emergency contacts and previous history related to each doctor.

2.  Patient Information-This module includes all  the details  related to patients like

undergoing treatments, about doctor who is treating the patient, his laboratory reports

and all.

3. Clinical-This module includes related to treatments , programs , medication and in

detail.

4. Laboratory-All laboratory equipment connected to the system and the reports are

stored in the database of this module.

5. Billing System-This deals with the patient registration and details  of  bills and

payments.

6.  Appointment  Scheduling-Appointment  Scheduling  is  especially  for  scheduling

doctor schedules and preparing appointments for patients verifying the patients free

time and doctors leasure time.

Problems in Rural Health Care Managemant System:-

Private hospital management systems never share their patient records, which leads

the patient to once again undergo all required tests.

 Availability of  resources is less in Rurual Areas.

There is no maintainence of past records of patients in PHC’s.

Due to the lack of connectivity between PHC’s there will be no sharing of patient

records  and  as  a  result  doctor  from  another  PHC  needs  to  start  the  diagnosis

procedure again.

In order to solve this issue we need a hospital management system that is bahmni.

It is an open Source Hospital Mnagement System. 
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CHAPTER 2

THEORITCAL ANALYSIS:

2.1:-Introduction to Bahmni

Bahmni  may be a  hospital management system that is extremely simple  to use and

with less resource settings.  It  improves patient  care and offers access of intuitive

clinical summaries, charts and X-Rays from  anywhere. It will increase efficiency of

tretment  by  storing  information  like  allergic  medicines,  treated  programs  and

programs under treatment. It combines different open source products or applications

and enhances into one open product that solves many real world problems. Bahmni

combines  open source products like openEMR, open ELIS and odoo(openERP) and

much of.

Bahmni is definitely configurable and flexible with relevance its associated hospital

advancement.

Bahmni has been deployed in hospitals that don't mind sharing their forms (as open 

source) for alternative hospitals. we have a tendency to setup an internet site that 

might facilitate collaboration around such content.

2.2:-OpenMRS(Medical Record System)

The international open MRS work along to make open supply electronic anamnesis

system platform.

The  main  aim  of  OpenMRS  is  to  enhance  attention  resource-constrained

environments by doing cooperation of a worldwide community members to make and

support OpenMRS software system. 

It  is  supported the principle  that  the knowledge ought  to  be hold on in  such the

simplest way that it's simple to investigate.

It is a consumer-server application it's desigined to figure in such the simplest way

that wherever over one client laptop will access a similar data on the server.

OpenMRS has the options like the attributes of someone are often extended to satisfy

primary wants,it supports multiple languages and might be extended by mistreatment

full UTF-8 support.
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2.3:-OpenEMR(Electronic Medical Record)

OpenEMR may be a Free and Open supply free request,free support, electronic health

records and practice management application.It  will run on Windows,Linux, mack

OS X etc.

OpenEMR is associate degree ONC Certified as an entire EHRTrack.

Under patient demographics it performs the subsequent tasks-:

Primary info (name, date of birth, sex, identification) Marital status Contact info of

patient and patient's leader etc.Under Electronic Medical Records it maintains

interoperability,CCDAEncounters,Medical problems,Medications,Immunizations etc

2.4:-OpenELIS

The OpenELIS Foundation may be a world community of pros in laboratory science,

public health,and computer code development whose main values square measure to

use  Open  supply  and  Collaboration  in  developing  community  based  mostly,

innovative solutions that support the information processing wants and best practices

of clinical, and public health laboratories. 

Open supply computer code is laptop computer code that's obtainable with ASCII text

file and a facility of free license that allows modifications and enhancements and, in

few cases, permits distribution of the ASCII text file.

This is however OpenELIS addresses the requriments-:

OpenELIS has evolved into 2 versions that share a similar info style and code base,

however are optimized to satisfy the peculair necessities of U.S. Public Health

Laboratories  and  world  Clinical  Laboratories.The  OpenELIS  Foundation  has

developed Certification Criteria to spot consulting organizations UN agency may be

Certified  OpenELIS  Implementers.  These  companies  have  vital  experience  in

laboratory  operations  and  IT  and  square  measure  ready  to  offer  implementation

services to U.S. public health laboratory’s to make sure victorious implementation

and support for OpenELIS.
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2.5:- OpenERP

It is associate degree all-in-one management computer code that gives a spread of

business applications that forms an entire suite of enterprise management applications

targeting  corporations  of  all  sizes.  Odoo  is  associate  degree  all-in-one  business

computer code,website,e-commerce, billing,  accounting, producing, warehouse and

project management, and inventory.

The  Community  version  is  that  the  open  supply  version  whereas  the  Enterprise

version supplements the Community edition with business options and services. The

ASCII text file for the Open Object framework and core ERP (enterprise resource

planning) modules is curated by the Belgium-based Odoo. The last stable product

unharness was version , on Gregorian calendar month three, 2018, with Community,

and Enterprise Edition, below a proprietary license.

2.6:- Modules in open EMR

1.Patient Registration

Registration  module  may  be  used  for  managing  patient's  demographic  details,

identities (including their photograph), address, contact data and alternative socio-

economic details (or alternative non-clinical data concerning the patient). 

2..Patient Documents

Hospital could ought to receive and capture patient's info in type of documents. this

might  embrace  patient's  paper  record  scans,  X-Ray  pictures  and  alternative

documents  received  from external  entities.  Bahmni  permits  you  to  transfer  these

documents by tagging them and associating it to specific visits of a patient. These

documents  may  be  captured  directly  (by  mistreatment  the  camera)  employing  a

mobile interface of Bahmni too. of these documents get hooked up to patient's record

seeable from alternative elements in Bahmni. On these documents the clinicians also

can write their comments/notes.
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3.Clinical Services

Bahmni encompasses a mini-platform on that you'll be able to outline your own 

forms and conjointly set up the simplest way to visualise the crammed forms. These 

clinical notes for - general patients, emergency, surgery, vitals, intake-output, 

delivery, medical specialty, each unwellness or condition, "your own forms", may be 

outlined victimization this. Your implementer will breakup a selected unwellness or a 

condition into multiple forms and cluster them in order that they'll be viewed along 

on patient and visit dashboards. In every of those forms you'll be able to build 

multiple numeric, textual, coded choices, true-false/yes-no, date, date time, period 

form of observations.

The users will recall the information crammed antecedently in these forms, select 

their favorite forms or commit to pull up one from the list of the forms within the 

system.

These forms may be created by commerce CSV files or through the administration 

program.

4.Diagnosis

The clinicians will capture designation of patients and manage their recent 

designation. within the backend these diagnoses may be mapped to ICD-10 codes for 

news functions.

5.Drug Order

Using this feature the users will build new drug orders, stop or refill the active ones. 

It permits them to decide on route, frequency, dose and directions. This feature has 

been designed to form your users extremely time economical, by providing them wise

defaults where doable.

6.Laboratory Management

The research laboratory sub-system (OpenELIS) is completely different from EMR 

(based on OpenMRS), Bahmni mechanically creates the patients and their research 

laboratory orders in research laboratory system once created in EMR. It conjointly 

sends the check results and referral info back to the EMR.

Patient Samples and research laboratory Tests

The research laboratory system permits the user to capture the patient's sample info 

and generate the label numbers for them. The user will choose a panel of tests or 
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individual research laboratory tests for the taken sample.

Lab Dashboard

Bahmni includes a {lab|laboratory|research research laboratory|research laboratory|

science lab|science laboratory|workplace|work} dashboard that offers a veronica read 

of the employment within the lab. It conjointly provides straightforward patient 

search utilities and quick-links for performing arts often used actions from the 

dashboard.

7- Why Bahmni?

The following are the reasons beacause of which w shall make use of bahmni :-

An Integrated resolution -Manage patient info across registration, purpose of care,

investigations, and request

Intuitively Designed - easy to use at the purpose of care, with least coaching needed

Versatile - permits for distinctive workflows and processes supported everyhospital's

desires

Standard  -  opt  for  components  of  Bahmni  and  integrate  with  existing  systems  

Infrastructure acceptable - Hosted and operated at the hospital web site, requiring

no dependence on web

Adaptable  -  Bahmni are often used on a range of devices as well  as tablets and

laptops
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CHAPTER-3

DEPLOYMENT OF BAHMNI

BAHMNI Installation:-
 Installation of BAHMNI can be done in two different ways basing on the platform

you want to work

• Running BAHMNI on Virtual Machine

• Using CENT-OS

Whether you employ Windows, Linux or macintosh, you'll use this method to own

Bahmni  running  on your  machine  for  Testing  or  Development.  the  concept  is  to

transfer  the  Bahmni Virtual  (Vagrant)  Box that  is  pre-installed  with CentOS,  and

every one softwares. to create the vagrant box run on your machine you'll would like

Virtual Box, Vagrant and disagreeable person put in (See steps below). Once you

have got this Vagrant box running, you'll then create changes to get into the box, and

see them replicate forthwith. If you continue to would like to travel ahead, and create

code  changes,  and deploy  them -  then  development  setup  are  required,  so  you'll

modify  files  in  your  base  OS,  and  run  them  within  the  Vagrant  box  when

recompilation.

System Requirements:-

•  CPU - Quad core(8 core, if in future you would want to run PACS 

integration from the same server)

•  Memory - 8 GB (16 GB, if in future you would want to run PACS 

integration from the same server)

•  Hard disk - 500GB(doesn't include the disk space needed for PACS       

integration or if you plan to upload a lot of files/images)

•   Virtual Box version 5.2.8

•   Vagarat Box   2.0

•   CENT OS 6.9

•   GIT
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3.1-Virtual Box

 VM VirtualBox could be a free and ASCII text file hosted hypervisor for x86 

computers presently being developed by Oracle Corporation. Developed at first by 

Innotek GmbH, it had been nonheritable by Sun Microsystems in 2008 that was 

successively nonheritable by Oracle in 2010.

VirtualBox could also be put in on variety of host in operation systems, including: 

UNIX operating system, macOS, Windows, Solaris, and OpenSolaris. There are ports

to FreeBSD and Genode.

It supports the creation and management of guest virtual machines running versions 

and derivations of Windows, Linux, BSD, OS/2, Solaris, Haiku, OSx86 et al.,and 

restricted virtualization of macOS guests on Apple hardware.

For some guest in operation systems, a "Guest Additions" package of device drivers 

and system applications is available which generally improves performance, 

particularly that of graphics.

3.2 Vagarant Box

 Vagrant permits you to provides a "box" that has everything pre-installed and setup 

for you -- and every one you are doing is "start" the box on your machine and you're 

set. This box is basically a Virtual Box VM, that is running in invisible mode 

(background mode) on your machine, and has the entire development atmosphere for 

your computer code setup within it. But, rather than writing within the Vagrant VM, 

you code on your laptop computer -- and do your builds, compilations and server 

startups, etc within the Vagrant VM.
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3.3 Installation of bahmni using Virtual Box

• Installation of Git
• Download and install GIT in your system
• Installation of Vagrant
• Running CentOS on virtual box

 STEP 1 Create a folder bahmni where you would like all project related files 
to be present

• cd /Projects
• mkdir bahmni

STEP 2 Clone project from Github to the  folder bahmni

Figure3.1
• cd bahmni
• git clone https://github.com/Bahmni/bahmni-vagrant.git
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 STEP 3 From within directory bahmni-vagrant execute "vagrant up" command
• cd bahmni-vagrant

Figure3.2

• vagrant up

STEP 4 You should have Bahmni up and running, and accessible on the below 
mentioned links
       Now open your Vitual Box . And you can see bahmni running there

Figure 3.3   Bahmni open EMR dashboard
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3.4:- BAHMNI installation on centos:

System Requirements:
• CPU - Quad core (8 core, if in future you would want to run PACS integration

from       the same server)

• Memory - 8 GB (16 GB, if in future you would want to run PACS integration

from the same server)

• Hard  disk  –  500GB  (doesn't  include  the  disk  space  needed  for  PACS

integration or if you plan to upload a lot of files/images)

NOTE: CentOS v6.9 is recommended.

Step-1: Upgrade python tools (Prerequisite) 

        yum upgrade python-setuptools

Step-2: install the bahmni command line program.

      yum install 

https://dl.bintray.com/bahmni/rpm/rpms/bahmni-installer0.9170.noarch.rpm     

Figure3.4   Execution of the above command
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Figure3.5  cd etc/bahmni-installer/setup.yml

Once you get complete. Try next command.

Step-3: Command:- bahmni 
  You will get options with bahmni command.

Step-4: setup a configuration file for bahmni command 
  
             

Figure 3.6  execution of command
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Figno3.7

Step-6:  Installation Of BAHMNI 
           command : bahmni install

Figno3.8
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Step-7:  To verify whether the installation is completed correctly or not.
     

Figure3.9
 yum list installed | grep bahmni

BAHMNI server got installed in your system and you can access in the following 
way

NOTE:  BAHMNI IS SUPPORTED IN CHROME BROWSER

Figure3.10
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Credentials to access Bahmni
Bahmni EMR UI http://<machine-ip>/home superman/Admin123
Bahmni ERP (OpenERP/
Odoo) http://<machine-ip>:8069

admin/password

Bahmni Lab (OpenELIS) http://<machine-ip>/
openelis

admin/adminADMIN!

Figno3.11
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CHAPTER 4

4.1 REQUIREMENTS GATHERING

Primary  attention  (PHC)  refers  to  "essential  health  care"  that's  supported

"scientifically  sound  and socially  acceptable  strategies  and  technology,  that  build

universal health care accessible to all or any people and families during a community.

it's  through their full participation and at a price that the community and also the

country will afford to take care of at each stage of their development within the spirit

of  self-sufficiency  and  self-determination".In  different  words,  PHC  is  associate

approach to health on the far side the standard health care system that focuses on

health equity-producing policy. PHC includes all areas that play a task in health, like

access to health services, setting and style. Thus, primary attention and public health

measures,  taken  along,  could  also  be  thought-about  because  the  cornerstones  of

universal health systems.

Every village has their own PHC, runned by Goverment. These PHC does not deal

with al  l  types of health problems .They deal the Primary Problems only.In other

words they can be called as First Aid Center.

 PHC COLLECTS INFORMATION OF PATIENT LIKE   
 

Name,Sex,Age,Address,Occupation,Blood group

Andhra Pradesh Government PHC deals with

 1.Normal fevers

2.Minor operations

3.Medical Prescription

4. 24 hrs Utility for frst aid

5.General Doctors

According to the above requirements we are making Custmization 

of modules
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4.2 Customization

Types of Customization:
1. Dashboard Customization.
2. Attribute Customization.

4.2.1 Dashboard Customization:
 

Bahmni  is  a  complex  and  easily  confgurable   application  for

hospital management system. openEMR(Electronic Medical Record)

consists  of  12 modules  and not  all  modules  are necessary for  a

hospital.  So  they  need  to  be  customized  with  respect  to  the

hospital.

                 
Figure 4.1Dashboard of bahmni application will be like the above 
image:
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Process

Step-1:
 
Navigate to the directory of bahmni in fle system 
 command: cd /var/www

Figure 4.2
It will contain all bahmni fles and bahmni_confi is the directory 
which contains that can be confgured by admin.

Step-2:-
command: cd/bahmni_confg/openmrs/apps/home

Figure 4.3
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It contains  fles with extension of .json among which app.json and

extension.json are two main fles for confguration of dashboard.

Those fles are editable using vi editor.

extension.json  contains  diferent  attributes  like  id,  order,  type,

requiredprivilege, icon, url. 

Among them type attribute is used to link or hide the module in the

dashboard.

Icon attribute is to insert image of the module button.

Order is for the position of the button on the dashboard.

Url is the path that can be navigated if we press the button.

Figure 4.4 image contains code related to the modules of open EMR

dashboard
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Step-3:- 

Select the modules that are not necessary for our PHC (public 
healthcare center) .
The list of modules are:

1. BedManagement
2. Inpatient
3. RadiologyUpload
4. orders
5. Appointment scheduling
6. Atom Feed Console.

Step-4:- 

command: vi extension.json

Navigate to the code of the module you do not need and remove 
the value against the attribute type.

1. delete using Del key.
2. Press Esc key to navigate to the other module.
3. If done with the changes, press Esc and type “:wq”
:w means saves the changes 
:q means exit from the vi editor

Figure 4.5 : The value of type attribute is changed to unlink the 
module from the dashboard.
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4.2.2:-Attribute Customization

Bahmni has a fexibility that allows user to customize according 
to their hospital workfow.
This can be done through openmrs Administration. 

Step-1:-openMRS website 

Figure 5.6
loiin credentials: 

username: superman
Password: Admin123

Figure 4.7 Home page open MRS
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Step-2 :- Go to Administration Page in openMRS system.

You can look at the options that are available for customization.

Figure 4.8: options given for confguration

Step-3:- 
 
Registration module customization

Select Manaie Person Attributes Types in Person 
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Figno4.9 List of  Registration fields that can be configured 

Select the attributes which you want to edit.
(I)

Figno4.10   Once you select an attribute , information of attribute will be given
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Figno4.11 Distance from center attribute is not retired in this image

Mention reason in the given text feld below “Retire Person Attribute

Type” and  click the button.

Figno4.12  Distance from center attribute is  retired in this image

•   If you want to get the attribute visible on Registration page. 
 (a) select the attribute again 
 (b) click the “Unretire the Person Attribute Type”
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Figno4.13   Creation of Attributes  

List of Attributes that should be retired in registration module
   → name in local language (given name, family name, 
middlename)
   → class
   → land Holding
   → secondary identifer
   → dept
   → distance from center
   → isUrban
   → cluster
   → family income
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(II) To add a new attribute in Registration Page

Figno4.14 Person Attribute Management

Procedure:
(a) Select “ Add New Person Attribute Type”
(b) You will get a page like in the below image.

Figno4.15 Person Attribute Type
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(c) Fill the text felds
(d) Fields with * are must.
(e) Name – mention the feld name (eg: aadhar card number)
      Format – select suitable format related to your attribute 
(eg : java.lang.Integer for aadhar number)

(f) Fill the other details but they are not necessary.
(g) Press “ save Person Attribute Type” button. 

Note: Reload the registration page before you wish to saw the 
added attribute.
(III) Similarly, if you want to retire any attribute , you can follow the
above given procedure.

(a) To modify relationship types 
Select “ Manage Relationship Types” in Person

  Relationship types that are not necessary 
    → sibling /sibling
    → supervisor/supervisee

(b) To modify visit types
       Select “ Manage Visit Types “ in Visits
   Visit Types that are not necessary 
      → IPD
      → Special OPD

Since PHC's deals with
      → emergency cases
      → minor operations
      → First Aid for scratches and small accidents.
      → Fever like common diseases.

(c) To modify tasks like registration, discharge
       Select “ Manage Encounter Types” in Encounters.
     Generally PHC's will not have laboratory and all.
     So, encounters like
                          → Investigation

          → Lab result
                          → radiology 
                          → transfer
                          → validation notes
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(d) To modify locations
Select “Manage Location tags” in Locations

Locations that are not necessary 
        →operation theater
        → login location
        → appointment location

(IV)

To manage programs

(a) You can follow the same procedure to retire any program in 
“Manage Programs” in Programs.

(b) To create new Program:

  →  Goto Manage Programs in Programs.
  →  Select Add a new Program
  → Fill the diferent felds and save 

Note: You will face an issue while adding concepts in concept feld.

 To solve that issue
→ Firstly, you have to create a concept in the name of the program. 
Because Bahmni allows words that are in the dictionary.
→ Goto Dictionary in openMRS website 
→ select “create new concept” 
→ Save the concept and go back to the Manage Programs 
→ search for the concept using ADD button beside concept feld.
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Step-1:- Goto openMRS Home page and select Dictionary available 
on 1h1 top. 

Figno4.16 OpenMrs Home page

You will be navigated to the page below

Figno4.17 Concept dictinoary
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Step-2:- Select “ Add New Concept” 

Figno4.18 Adding of Concept

Note: Name itself is fne in the felds. You need not fll all the felds.
→ Save concept
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Step-3:-  Goto Home page of openMRS again and select 
Administration. 

Figno 4.19 Programs list

Step-4:-  Select Manage Programs in Programs.

 Figno4.20  managing the programs
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Step-5:-  Select “ Add New Program” 

Figno4.21 addition of programs

Step-6 :-  Press “Select” button beside “concept” feld.

Figno4.22  Adding of concept field
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Step-7:-  Save the programs you will get like in the below image.

Figno4.23 Saving the program

Here Animal Bite and Viral Fever Programs are new programs 
related to the PHC.

Note: If any new disease is happen to seen in village frequently then
a new program will be created in the name of the disease.

V) To change values of an attribute
eg: Occupation, Education attributes, Rationcard types( here in AP 

they pink and white).

Step-1:- Every attribute also a concept when we want to edit the 

attribute values . We need to know the concept id for that select the

attribute and note down the number value beside “Foreign Key”.

Figno4.24  Adding of Attribute Types
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Step-2:-  Goto Dictionary and search for the concept with the 
concept id.

Figno4.25 Dictionary Maintance

Select Ration card(in this case).

Figno4.26 :- Modification of Types of Card
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Step-4:-  Add or remove values beside “Answers”  feld.

(I) if you want to remove there will be no issue .
(II) if you want to add then
           → you have to create a concept on the name of the value
           → For creating the concept follow the procedure given in the 
procedure of creating new programs.
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                        CHAPTER-5
RESULTS:-

Doctors of PHC can log in into their owm Open mrs accounts 

Figno5.1 homepage 

After succesfull Log in . They can Search the patient medical history 
by his name or his patient id.

Fig 5.2 patient MedicalHistory

After The User or Doctor Click on the patient see his medical 
history . And then goes for the treatment
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 CHAPTER-7 

Future Scope:-

    To Implement Bahmni in PHC’s and Connecting  the patient data  

and decentralizing the patient medical information.So that the 

patient can continue their treatment anywhere. Doctors also can 

have a clear picture of patients medical history.

                                CHAPTER-8 

Conclusion:-

 we would like to conclude that Implementation of Bahmni

in PHC can bring more efciency in Medical Platform.And 

overcome many problem facing by todays Rural PHC

CHAPTER-9 
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	2..Patient Documents
	Hospital could ought to receive and capture patient's info in type of documents. this might embrace patient's paper record scans, X-Ray pictures and alternative documents received from external entities. Bahmni permits you to transfer these documents by tagging them and associating it to specific visits of a patient. These documents may be captured directly (by mistreatment the camera) employing a mobile interface of Bahmni too. of these documents get hooked up to patient's record seeable from alternative elements in Bahmni. On these documents the clinicians also can write their comments/notes.

